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We study theoretically the effects of impurities and of gap distortions in binding and self-trapping of

particles added or excited over the insulating state of an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator. Wave

functions of single particles or of bound excitons are affected by interactions with collective degrees of

freedom, as shown by ARPES and optics experiments. The resulting self-localized state lowers the total

particle energy, enhances its effective mass and splits off the electronic level below the nominal

insulating gap. Most of the features measured experimentally in lightly n-doped cuprates are related to

electronic states originated by anti-nodal points ðp;0Þ of the Brillouin zone. In these points the van Hove

singularity plays a major role by enhancing bound states of the electron with neutral and charged

impurities and of inter-gap excitons.

& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction—experimental motivation

High-TC cuprate superconductors exist in forms of both n- and
p-doped materials, obtained on top of the pristine phase of the
antiferromagnetic (AFM) Mott insulator. The gapful spectrum of
electronic excitations in the undoped phase is formed by
electronic correlations, or more explicitly by the band folding
due to the AFM ordering. Vast experimental and theoretical
studies of both undoped and weakly doped regimes are motivated
by general problematics of strong correlations, as well as a key to
understand the higher doped superconducting phase. While the
p-doped compounds present the highest transition temperatures
TC , much recent attention, see e.g. [1,2], has been devoted to
n-doped materials—largely because their AFM phase is more
robust stretching directly to (and even overlapping with) the
superconducting phase. A radical difference between n- and
p-doped cases is a location of particles in the Brillouin zone (BZ).
ARPES measurements [1,3], in accordance with calculations [4],
identify the electron pockets around the so called anti-nodal
points ðp;0Þ or ð0;pÞ, while the hole pockets reside around the
nodal points ðp=2;p=2Þ [5]. The anti-nodal points are marked by
proximity to the Van Hove singularity, where the Fermi velocity of
the metallic phase would vanish. A broad significance of studying
electrons is that their location in the BZ corresponds to the generic
Hubbard model, while the holes location is specific to cuprates.

In the undoped material, optical measurements show a well-
developed gap (Fig. 1). The optical absorption shows the onset of
the inter-band transition at �1:622:0 eV (depending on a material
ll rights reserved.
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[6,7]) and also indicates on an electron–hole bound state (the e–h
exciton) which appears below the nominal insulating gap. The
ARPES shows [1] that spectra of electrons/holes above/below the
AFM gap 2D are congruent over a wide region of the AFM BZ
boundary, hence the e–h excitation is highly degenerate. It
possesses the Van Hove singularity even when a single electron
is perturbed.
2. The model

The overall band picture is commonly accepted as the effective
tight binding band model (1) with parameters refined from ARPES
experiments and from numeric simulations of the t-J model [4]. In
the metallic phase the spectrum is

Eð~PÞ ¼ �2tðcosðPxÞ þ cosðPyÞÞ þ 4t0 cosðPxÞ cosðPyÞ (1)

(We measure direct and reciprocal coordinates in units of a and
a�1 where a is the unit cell size in the CuO2 plane.) The onset of
the AFM order results in the (

ffiffiffi
2
p
�

ffiffiffi
2
p

) increase of the unit
cell and in the corresponding reduction of the BZ as we can see in
Figs. 2a and b. The vertical gap 2Dð~PÞ opens by splitting the
spectrum Eð~PÞ (see Fig. 2a) giving rise to spectra of electrons and
holes as

Ee;h ¼ �4t0 cosðPxÞ cosðPyÞ þDð~PÞ

Dð~PÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2
þ 4t2ðcosðPxÞ þ cosðPyÞÞ

2
q

; D ¼ minDð~PÞ (2)

The accepted parameters are [1]

t ¼ 0:25 eV; t0 ¼ 0:036 eV; D ¼ 0:9 eV; a ¼ 3:8 Å (3)
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Fig. 1. (a) ARPES for weakly n-doped Nd2CuO4 [3]. (b) Optical absorption in Sm1:86Ce0:14CuO4 at different temperatures [2].
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Fig. 2. (a) shows the split e; h bands. (b) shows the iso-energy plot for electrons, note that the minimum of this band is located at the anti-nodal points. (c) is a plot of a cut

in the direction between ðp;0Þ and ð0;pÞ. The undulations of the split band are relatively small �t0 and congruent.
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The energy spectra near the anti-nodal and nodal points look like
the following equations:

EeðkÞ � �4t0 þDþ 2t0ðk2
x þ k2

y Þ þ
t2

2D
ðk2

x � k2
y Þ

2 (4)

EhðqÞ � D� 4qxqyt0 þ
2t2

D
ðqx þ qyÞ

2 (5)

Here ~k ¼ ~P � ðp;0Þ and ~q ¼ ~P � ðp=2;p=2Þ are measured from
the anti-nodal and nodal points for electrons and holes,
respectively. These expansions in small deviations, ~k and ~q,
behave quite differently. The electron spectrum acquires the
four-fold symmetry as it is required by the AFM symmetry for the
corner of the reduced BZ. More particular is that the iso-energy
curves have a hyperbolic shape (Fig. 2b), whereas for holes the
iso-energy curves appear in the conventional ellipsoidal shape.
The VH singularity plays a major role in the shape of the electrons’
spectrum: the electrons’ kinetic energy �ðk2

x � k2
y Þ

2 is of the fourth

order in momenta which makes it very low �l�4 for wave
functions which are weakly localized over large distance l. The
effect of the smaller t0 is to give to the kinetic energy the usual law
�l�2 which stabilizes the localization at a crossover distance
l��tðt0DÞ�1=2.
Please cite this article as: A. Rojo-Bravo, S. Brazovskii, Physica B (2
3. Self-trapped state—the polaron

Self-trapped states, usually called ‘‘polarons’’, are of more
general importance than the bound states to defects—they can
appear already in a pure system due to a local deformation
of the gap amplitude; its potential traps the electron’s state
which can reduce the total energy of the system. Shallow
polarons do not exist in systems with a conventional parabolic
dispersion if the dimension D41, because the energy cost to
create a potential well exceeds the gain due to lowering of the
trapped electronic level. But the VH singularity, diminishing the
electron’s kinetic energy, makes the self-trapping favorable even
in the 2D system which we are considering now for electrons in
cuprates.

The system can develop a local gap fluctuation dðrÞ ¼ DðrÞ �D0,
for which it must pay some local energy ðK=2Þd2 where K is an
elastic constant. At the same time, the attractive interaction of an
added electron with the local deformation can diminish the total
energy. The problem can be formulated as a minimization of the
energy functional W over the fields d and c

W ¼

Z
dx dy c�Hkinc� c�cdþ

K

2
d2

� �
(6)
009), doi:10.1016/j.physb.2008.11.048
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Fig. 3. Density jCj2 plots of bound states for different impurities. (a) d-Like and (b) Coulomb-like. (c) Self-trapped state. Excitons with (d) zero and (e) ðp=2;p=2Þ

quasimomentum. Note: in (a), (b) and (e) central peaks were truncated for the sake of visualization.
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The energy EST ¼ Ee;min � �tot of the self-trapped state must be
lower than the bottom energy for the free electron Ee;min ¼ D� 4t0,
and the bound state energy Eb ¼ Ee;min � �b of the electron forming
the ST state is further lower Ee;min4EST4Eb.

The parameter K is not known experimentally. For a
weak coupling case D5t (it is the case near the critical doping
[1]) we would use the estimate K � lnðt=DÞ=ðtp2Þ � 0:2=t�0:8=eV,
which comes from the mean-field ansatz for the AFM ground
state. Actually the K value must be lower, because for a strong
repulsion Ubt it falls as K�1=U. For numerical calculations we
use K ¼ 1:6 eV�1 together with parameters (3), then we obtain the
total energy gained by the self-trapping as �tot � 0:01D (Fig. 3c).
The bound state energy is twice larger �bound � 0:02D. For smaller
K ’s the binding will be deeper, since the energy scales as
�bound; �tot�D=ðtKÞ2.

Developing the self-trapped state is gradually suppressed by
increasing the corrugation of the VH singularity. So the weakness
of quadratic terms (�t0) is important, and for elevated values of t0

the self-trapped state disappears. This can be seen from rescaling
analysis of Eq. (6) suggesting a length scale r for the self-trapped
state. After taking the extremum over d at d ¼ �c�c=K , the
energy functional

W ¼

Z
dx dy c�Hkinc�

1

2K
ðc�cÞ2

� �

can be estimated, term by term, as

W �
t2

D
c0

r4
þ t0

c1

r2
�

c2

Kr2

(ci are numerical positive constants). This equation has a negative
minimum at a finite l, provided that the dimensionless pro-
duct Kt0 is sufficiently small. It is certainly the case for para-
meters of cuprates, so the self-trapped state is energetically
favorable.
Please cite this article as: A. Rojo-Bravo, S. Brazovskii, Physica B (20
4. Inter-band exciton

The exciton is a bound state of the e–h pair which appears in
the subgap optical spectra of a pure material, at Eex ¼ 2D� �ex.
The case of the shallow, �5D, Wannier–Mott exciton is re-
duced to the problem of the Coulomb bound state. A remarkable
feature of our system is that the vertical exciton, with the zero
total quasimomentum Q ¼ 0, is endorsed by the ‘‘nesting’’
between the congruent electron and the hole bands. The term
with t0 is canceled (Ee þ Eh ¼ 2Dð~PÞ, Eq. (2)), and the relative
motion of particles feels a pure VH singularity. As it is clearly
seen in Fig. 2c, the gap in the segment between anti-nodal
points is almost constant, so the nesting is endorsed. Numeri-
cally, we find the exciton binding energy as �ex � 0:23D which is
the right tendency in comparison with the result 0:2D for
the single electron mound to the charged dopant described
below. Coexistence of the intra-gap exciton and of the higher
gap for unbound particles can explain the double peak struc-
ture revealed in the experiment [1] on optical absorption,
Fig. 1b.

The usual optically active exciton is considered for vertical
Q ¼ 0 transitions (Fig. 3d). Moreover, the total dispersion EexðQ Þ

can be measured by the EELS method [6] and by modern technics
of the inelastic X-ray scattering [8]. Here we meet an interesting
dilemma which has been already faced experimentally [8].
For unbound e–h pairs the minimal energy 2D� 4t0 appears for
Q ¼ ðp=2;�p=2Þ which is the difference between extrema at the
ðp;0Þ point of the electron band and at the ðp=2;p=2Þ point of the
hole band. But the exciton binding energy �ðQ Þ is expected to
decrease at Qa0, when the share of the kinetic energy produced
by the t0 is nonzero, and finally the binding energy decreases with
respect to its value at Q ¼ 0 (Fig. 3e). With �ð0Þ � �ðp=2;�p=2Þ4
4t0, the primary excitonic level will reside at Q ¼ 0 which resolves
the experimental puzzle [8].
09), doi:10.1016/j.physb.2008.11.048
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5. Attractive impurity

Consider a linear problem of localization of one added electron
by an attractive defect. The wave function takes the form CðrÞ ¼
cðrÞðcosðpxÞ þ cosðpyÞÞ where cðrÞ is a slowly varying overlapping
function. It satisfies the equation

Hkinð~rÞc� Vð~rÞcð~rÞ ¼ Ecð~rÞ

Hkin ¼ Eeð
~k ¼ �iq=q~rÞ; E ¼ �4t0 þD� � (7)

where �40 is the bounding energy below the band edge.
The corresponding equation for holes is given by the energy
spectrum (5).

5.1. Point impurity

Consider a short range attractive defect which can be described
by the d–potential VðrÞ ¼ �Vdð~rÞ. The limit of a nearly ideal VH
singularity t0 ! 0 can be treated analytically.

cð~rÞ ¼
Vcð~0Þ

4
ffiffiffi
2
p

p�l
Re K0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ijx2 � y2j

p
l

 !

l ¼
t2

2D�

� �1=2

hl� ) �it0 (8)

At t0 ¼ 0 the solution diverges logarithmically when approach-
ing the lines x� y ¼ 0 which is a particular effect of the perfect VH
singularity. Deviating from the perfect nesting, the term t0ðk2

x þ k2
y Þ

regularizes the solution at x�l�, which leads to a finite cð0Þ � cðl�Þ
allowing for the selfconsistency and finally, yielding the above
expression for the bound state energy �.ffiffiffiffi
D
�

r
ln

ffiffiffiffi
�
t0

r !
�

16t

V

The expression for � (which rigorously speaking must satisfy
t05�5D) implies that 0:2 eVoVo0:5 eV.

For the realistic spectrum with parameters (3) we must look
for a numeric solution. Thus, for a marginal value V�t, which is a
natural scale for the bond breaking defect, we find � �
0:07D�60 meV which is quite big to be well observable, and still
sufficiently shallow to justify our approach.

5.2. Charged dopant

The most important case of defect is the attractive charged
impurity—the n-dopant with a long range Coulomb potential
VðrÞ ¼ ðe2=rkÞ expð�r=rscrÞ. Here rscrba is the screening length
which appears due to a finite small doping, and the effective
dielectric constant is k ¼ ðk?kkÞ1=2. The values of permittivities in
the inter-plane and in-plane directions k? and kk are determined
by highly polarizable phonon modes; they strongly depend on
composition of spacers between CuO2 planes, and vary among
materials. Physically more important and intriguing is the fact
that k’s strongly depend on frequency in the range of intensive
phonon modes covering 0.02–0.08 eV [9], where the binding
energies may just reside. Over this range, k falls from � 50 to 5
or 6 [7], and in principle should be taken self-consistently. Within
our limited studies we shall use for demonstrating a characteristic
value k ¼ 20. Numerical modeling gives � � 0:2D, hence the long
range Coulomb potential from the charged dopants gives rise to
Please cite this article as: A. Rojo-Bravo, S. Brazovskii, Physica B (2
strongly localized states (Fig. 3b). The binding energy is compar-
able with the bandwidth t, but still is shallow relative to the gap D
(which is our basic assumption). The bound state radius is l�2:5a

so we can expect a Mott transition, from bound to delocalized
states of doped electrons, to the conducting phase at the doping
concentration x�l�2

�0:15; this number is remarkably close to
the boundary between the AFM and superconducting phases in
n-doped materials.

The scale of the effect can be determined qualitatively from the
dimensional analysis of Eq. (7):

t2

D
1

l4
�

e2

lak�� ) l�
t2ak
De2

� �1=3

�
D
�

e2

kat

� �2
t

D

 !2=3

�
101k�2

D½eV�

 !2=3

�1

so this very rough estimate overvalues the binding scale. If the
state were too shallow, such that t2=ðDl4Þot0l�2

—i.e. l4l�, then
the kinetic energy would be dominated by the quadratic term
destroying the VH singularity. Then we should expect a usual
Rydberg-like formula �=D�e4=ðDt0a2k2Þ�200k�2 which is only
marginally consistent for high k � 50 when � enters the phonons’
interval o0:1 eV.
6. Conclusion

The Van Hove (VH) singularity endorses the trapped and the
self-trapped states for added electrons and for optical excitons.
For both short and long range interactions, there are bound states
localized in space. Quadratics terms (�t0) corrugate the VH
singularity and weaken the localization. The vertical, optical
exciton is not affected by corrugations of the VH singularity, its
energy will be always strongly shifted inside the gap. The self-
trapped states will be the first to accommodate the electrons in
n-doped Cuprates. They will be those states which transfer the
spectra from arcs to the corners in h-doped cuprates. Their
thermal excitation may provide the mechanism for the activation
behavior for several quantities in weakly h-doped cuprates as it
was analyzed in Ref. [10].
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